**Project Status Report**

**Overall Status:** On Track

**Project Name:** OWASP Web Testing Environment Project

**July 18, 2014**

**Status Code Legend**

- On Track: Project is on development
- Warning: potential issues
- High Risk: At risk, with a high risk of going off track
- Off Track: Date will be missed if action not taken

**Does the project meet the Health criteria?**: Yes

- The wiki page has an excellent description on what the project is about
- It has an open source repository
- Has a friendly license and explains in details about other package licenses
- Has complete info on the wiki page
- Contains an updated roadmap
- It is vendor neutral (wiki page)
- Has a nice external and clean website for downloads: http://appseclive.org/downloads/
- Project leader is actively promoting the tool (2014-04-18: WTE at OWASP Project Summit during AppSec EU 2014)
- It promotes other OWASP projects

**Issues:**

- No activity on mailing list: http://lists.owasp.org/pipermail/owasp-wte/
- It has some open issues (bugs) that seem to not have been addressed yet: https://code.google.com/p/owasp-wte/issues/detail?id=3

**Does the project meet the Quality criteria?**: YES

- It’s easy to install
- VM image easy downloadable and ready to run
- It’s available through source repository, too
- Stable release

**Project Abstract**

Project is a VM, full with OWASP ‘goodies’. It’s an excellent tool for pen testing on a more realistic scenario than for example WebGoat alone. What I like is that it contains and promotes OWASP pen testing tools and makes it easier for people to learn about them, because they are all installed and ready to use. This project is a big promoter of OWASP tools on its own and it has an active leader providing very good information and well documented. This project is a strong candidate to be a flagship project.